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THE PURPOSE OF RESTRUCTURING THE RTC-HER. Initially, in October 2016 the new Director 
was informed about the RTC-Her mission, premises, ownership status, needs and uses by the 
Secretary, the Directors of the co-housed Experimental Lyceum of Heraklion (EL-Her), 
Experimental Gymnasium of Heraklion (EG-Her) and the 1st Public Institute for Vocational 
Training of Heraklion (1st PIVT-Her) and took pictures of the current situation. After them, she 
decided to restructure the infrastructure, the function and the offering services. The 
Coordinating Council designed Voluntary Training Programs for Primary and Secondary 
Teachers of Crete. 
The purpose of the restructuring was to be improved the aesthetic and functional ability of 
the employees, the trainers, their work places and the offered services. It tried a functional 
unification of the existing, much separated, offices in an upper lever realization of living and 
work together offering opportunities for easy, convenient and equitable access of the halls 
and services to the employees, the trainers and trainees, infrastructure and services. In this 
way, the training work could effectively and comfortably carrying out in the following period. 
 

THE RESTRUCTURING THE OFFICES 
 
The restructuring of the Offices of the RTC-Her carried out in November and December of 
2016 and concerned the Offices of the Secretariat, the Conference and the Director which are 
together in line and in connection. The Conference’s Office opens to the Director’s Office and 
the Secretariat’s Office is next to the Secretariat Reception. The main goal was to be created 
a new Secretariat’s Office, close to the Secretariat Reception, and be transported from the 
opposite side of the corridor, in order all the employees of the Administration to work closely 
and have more functional communication and collaboration. In the opposite side of the 
corridor should remain the Offices for the Training Department of RTC-Her. 
The restructuring of the Offices of the RTC-Her forced to finish until the end of December 
2016, before the end of the economic year, so that the expenses to be possible to covered. 
This effort was proved successful on time since the next year, 2017, the state funding process 
did not allow any costs for the maintenance and operation of the RTCs of Greece. The Ministry 
of Education tried to change the way of funding and finally, the cover of expenses was 
impossible. 
THE CONFERENCE TABLE 
The Conference Table was the focus issue of the Offices restructuring since it would become 
the connection style between the 50 years’ old wooden Director’s office furniture’s style and 
the comfortable in use new. The Supervisor Architect, the Secretary and the Director of RTC-
Her carried out a detailed searching for ideas and prices in stores and many sites. The Director 
of RTC-Her visited also some stores in Heraklion, asked for prices for some samples. 
The final decision for the Conference Table was to be designed by the Supervisor Architect 
and constructed by a carpenter, whom from two asked who will give the lower price.  Since 
Dimitra Chatziandreou M.Arch degree U.Th. was the Supervisor Architect, she finally designed 
the Conference Table and made all the arrangements with the carpenter. 
THE COAT HUNGER 
The Coat Hunger was a demanding structure inside the Conference’s Office, which opens to 
the Director’s Office, an accessor that also could contribute much into completing the 
connection of styles between the old furniture’s style of the 50 years old wooden Director’s 
Office and the comfortable in use new. Since the Supervisor Architect undertook the design 



of the Conference Table she also designed, in accordance, and the Coat Hunger and made the 
arrangements with the carpenter. 
 
THE LIGHTS IN THE RECONSTRUCTED OFFICES 
A detailed searching for ideas and prices in stores and many sites carried out in order the lights 
to accompany the new design and décor of the offices. The Supervisor Architect and the 
Secretary of RTC-Her, in collaboration, chose the lights for the three reconstructing offices. 
They found the Electrician, who removed the old and numerous Fluorescent lights in a week, 
in December 2016, before the end of the economic year, so the expenses to be able to 
covered. 
 

RESTRUCTURING THE ARCHIVE 
 
The Archive of the RTC-Her is situated in the Archive-Room, with the kitchen. It is contained 
in paper folders inside metallic closing libraries/stands. It starts from 1992 when the RTC-Her 
was established. In the cupboards of the Secretariat-Reception there is also the Archive of the 
old Academy and School of Primary and the Secondary Training of Teachers which functioned 
before the establishment of the RTC-Her in 1992. For a better approach and exploitation of 
the Archival material, some files changed place in order the Archive of RTC-Her to be 
separated from the old Archive, so the newest part housed in the Kitchen and in the office of 
the Deputy Director of Secondary Education. The rest remained in the Secretariat Reception’s 
cupboards. 
 

RESTRUCTURING THE SCIENCE TRAINING LABORATORY, A CASE STUDY 
 
THE PURPOSE OF THE INITIATIVE. The paper is a personal narration of the new appointed 
Director of the Regional Training Center of Heraklion (RTC-Her) who undertook the initiative 
to restructure the infrastructure and layout the premises, in particular of the Science 
Laboratory (Sci-Lab) as her specialty Biologist is. Restructuring a Science Training Laboratory 
is a multifactorial issue, which falls within the director's general administrative duties, as well 
as the duties of those who assume the function. The EG-Her and the 1st PIVT-Her, after the 
concession of the Lab’s use, appoint a responsible teacher for each school year, without 
clearly defined obligations. According to the article 10 of the Presidential Decree 
250/10.08.1992 about the ‘Regulation of Mandatory Teacher Training and Operation topics 
of Regional Training Centers’, the Director of the RTC carries out the maintenance and repair 
of the building, the furniture and utensils, as well as the supply of the necessary equipment, 
supervisory instruments and any other necessary material, ensuring that any expenditure 
related to the operation of the RTC is paid. 
As the Sci-Lab was limited used for training activities by the RTC during the last ten years, the 
previous Administration ceded the use to the EG-Her and the 1st PIVT-Her, as they housed in 
the same building with the RTC-Her. Therefore, the new Director had Science specialty, and 
had very good experience in laboratorial use from her doctoral studies, was a woman who 
sought the tidiness, developed the initiative to restructure and make more functional the 
Science Training Laboratory. The target was the aesthetic and functional upgrading of the Lab 
with limited and inexpensive interventions, initiative that could be useful and exemplary to 
Science Teachers, and could motivate and inspire to rebuild the school science laboratories so 
they can host more modern teachings. 
  



 
VOLUNTARY SUPPORT 

 
Volunteers for the restructuring of the administration. In the years of the economic crisis, 
the voluntary support to Education is the best solution and a gate to progress. Waiting state 
funding for any strategic plan of the educational Institutions it is futile as many are expecting. 
In October 2016, it was asked help from relatives, friends and teachers to contribute as much 
as they could to the project for the reorganization of the Offices. Many of them responded to 
the request, mainly relatives of the Secretariat and the Director. 
 
Volunteers for the restructuring of the Science Lab. In the years of the economic crisis, the 
voluntary support to Education is the best solution and a gate to progress. Waiting state 
funding for any strategic plan of the educational Institutions it is futile as many are expecting, 
it slows the growth and removes the hope for a better, more auspicious tomorrow of local 
communities and the country in general. Since there was not any appropriate way for state 
funding in 2017, it was asked help from relatives, friends and teachers to contribute as much 
as they could to the project for the reorganization of the Lab. Many people responded to the 
request for help, 35 persons from Crete (Heraklion, Rethymnon and Chania prefecture) 
offered volunteering work in this project, 10 of them were teachers and the rest were 2 
Architects, 1 Decorator, 18 students of the 1st PIVT-Her, the Cleaner woman of the RTC, the 
three Directorates and, occasionally, some students of the co-housed EL-Her. Two workers 
helped in transporting the heavy metallic stands and devices. In the beginning, an email were 
sent to the schools via the 4 Directorates of Secondary Education of Crete (Chania, 
Rethymnon, Heraklion, Lasithi) but only three persons responded to the request for voluntary 
offering of work in the reforming of the Sci-Lab of RTC-Her. Nevertheless, all the people, who 
received personal request by the Director, responded directly and helped much.  

Τhe students of the Sector of ‘Interior Architecture Decoration and Object Design’ of 
the co-housed 1st Public Institute of Vocational Training, under the guidance of their educator 
Architect, undertook to carry out a study and make proposal on the conformation of the 
Science Lab, the corridors and the canteen as project in their courses. They worked from 
October 2016 to June 2017 weekly, in teams, they measured the spaces, designed the top 
views, made a small survey on how a science lab must be, and finally in June, they presented 
the results to the educational community of the building.  
 
 


